
 

Prevention is better than cure for water
ecology

February 3 2015, by David Ellis

  
 

  

(Left) a kelp forest, which can be found along many temperature coasts; (right)
when ecological disturbance it too great, underwater forests can collapse,
replaced by turf-forming algae, such as this image from the Adelaide
metropolitan coast.

New research from the University of Adelaide suggests monitoring
ecosystems that appear to be stable is more effective than fixing them
once they have collapsed.

The study, led by PhD student Giulia Ghedini from the University's
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Environment Institute, examined the canopy-forming algae that create
extensive underwater forests all around Australia. The research is
published in the prestigious international journal Ecology Letters.

"These underwater forests are host to a wide variety of other smaller
plants and animals. When these forests become stressed by human
activity, smaller algae that are normally only present in low numbers can
rapidly expand. This takes space from the plants that originally formed
the canopy, and forests are progressively replaced by beds of low-lying
algae," says Ms Ghedini.

This process gradually transforms green, prolific underwater forests into
deserted, much less habitable environments.

"Despite the widespread presence of human disturbances in these
environments, such as pollution, many of these underwater forests still
exist, showing resistance to stress," she says.

Ms Ghedini used these forests as a model to better understand the
mechanisms of stress resistance. "When nature is strained by human
activity, it fights back to remain stable. The more pressure we apply,
whether in the form of pollution or carbon dioxide emissions, the harder
nature fights back. This fight often remains invisible to us because there
is no overall change," she says.

"Essentially, nature is a bit like a duck on water. The harder the current
flows, the harder the duck's legs have to work, but you see no overall
change in the duck's position. All appears calm until the point at which
the duck cannot move its legs fast enough to keep stable. This is when
nature starts to change or collapse because the stress is too intense."

Scientists usually focus on natural systems that are changing under stress
to guide their interventions. However, Ms Ghedini's research suggests it
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would be possible to intervene prior to nature reaching this point.

"When changes start to occur it is often too difficult to stop and reverse
the situation," she says.

"Understanding how these processes that counter stress work and acting
to reduce human stress before ecosystems head for collapse would be a
much more efficient approach to manage and preserve nature.
Prevention is better than cure," Ms Ghedini says.

  More information: "Trophic compensation reinforces resistance:
herbivory absorbs the increasing effects of multiple disturbances." 
Ecology Letters Volume 18, Issue 2, pages 182–187, February 2015
DOI: 10.1111/ele.12405
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